Lay your paper bag flat on the table. Decide if you want a tall house or a short house. Using scissors, cut an inch or two off the top of the bag for a shorter house or leave as is.

Materials:
- Paper bag (any size will work!)
- Any marking utensil—markers, crayons, pens, pencils, etc.
- Optional materials: scissors, tape, construction paper, glue/glue stick

Gently fold the corners of the top of the bag to meet in the middle, creating a triangular top.

Decorate! Use markers, crayons, pens, or pencils to add details to your house. Optional: cut construction paper into different shapes like windows, doors, bushes, etc. and paste them onto your bag.

Unfold corners and invert two sides to create a triangular roof.

Optional: tape triangles on both sides for more stability.

For a DREAMER of HOUSES

Stay in, Stay with us, Stay DMA.